ESMS MOHS SURGERY COURSE 2016

25-26 November 2016

Zürich, Switzerland
University Hospital Zürich, Department of Dermatology

Organised in cooperation with the working group for Dermatosurgery of the Swiss Society of Dermatology and Venerology

www.esmscourse.org
Dear colleagues,

It is a great pleasure to announce that the European Society for Micrographic Surgery (ESMS) will organise a Mohs Surgery Course on 25-26 November 2016 in Zürich, Switzerland. The course is co-hosted by the working group for Dermatosurgery of the Swiss Society of Dermatology and Venerology (SSDV / SGDV).

The ESMS is a group of European-based dermatologists dedicated to setting and maintaining professional standards in micrographic surgery for skin cancer, particularly the Mohs technique. There are various forms of micrographic surgery but Mohs surgery is proven to be the most effective and advanced treatment for skin cancer today. It offers the highest potential for cure - even if the skin cancer has previously been treated by another method.

The course programme will include extensive coverage of different Mohs techniques, laboratory techniques, indications and reconstruction techniques as well as combinations with other (medical) treatments. Furthermore, there will be several practical sessions, including live surgery demonstrations and group work with microscopy sessions, lab demonstrations and small group discussions about operative techniques.

The course is targeted for residents or specialists in Dermatology who already perform or intend to start performing Mohs micrographic surgery. The primary target group is participants from Europe.

We look forward to welcoming you to Zürich.

Best regards,

On behalf of the ESMS Board,

Dr. Severin Läuchli, President of ESMS

Dr. John Paoli, Treasurer of ESMS
EXHIBITION

6 sqm, €2,000
9 sqm, €3,000
12 sqm, €4,000

To ensure maximum interaction between exhibitors and participants, lunch breaks and coffee breaks will take place in the exhibition area. The allocation of the stand sites will be handled strictly on a first come, first serve basis, with priority given to partnership packages.

INCLUDES

- Exhibition floor space
- Table, chairs and electricity
- One free exhibitor registration per 6 sqm stand
- Lunch and coffee
- Acknowledgement as an exhibitor in the programme with logo and contact information
- Publication of the company logo with link to the company website on the course website
- Participant list on arrival at the course

PARTNERSHIP PACKAGES

All partners will receive the highest recognition for their support of ESMS. Partners will be listed on the course website immediately after signing the marketing agreement and will furthermore be shown in the partner overview in the final programme.

GOLD PARTNER
€ 10,000

ENTITLEMENTS:
- Sponsored Workshop (see description below)
- Insert in the course material
- Logo and link on the course website
- 4 full registrations
- 1 exhibition space of 9 sqm.
- Additional exhibition space 25% discount

SILVER PARTNER
€ 5,000

ENTITLEMENTS:
- Insert in the course material
- Logo and link on the course website
- 2 full registrations
- 1 exhibition space of 6 sqm.
- Additional exhibition space 15% discount

SPONSORED WORKSHOP

Boost your company’s exposure and brand recognition and present your clinical data by hosting a sponsored workshop.

Contact us for information about time slots.

Marketing recognition:
- Logo with a link to the company website and programme of the workshop with topics and speakers’ names, published on conference website.
- Announcement of the workshop in the preliminary (only web) and final programme (as per date of printing).
- Leaflet / folder announcing the workshop (produced by the sponsoring company) in the course material.
GENERAL INFORMATION

DATES
25-26 November 2016

COURSE VENUE
University Hospital Zürich,
Department of Dermatology,
Gloriastasse 31
CH-8091 Zürich
Switzerland

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
The course will be held in English

PAYMENT AND CANCELLATION

Terms of payment:
25 % of the total amount will be invoiced and is due 14 days after ordering. The remaining amount will be invoiced in May 2016.
After 1 May 2016, all orders will be invoiced immediately upon ordering.

All bookings must be made by e-mail sent to the Secretariat and must contain an invoice, address, PO number (if needed), and VAT number. See contact information below.

Cancellation:
Any cancellation of stand booking, symposia, or other reservations before 1 May 2016, will incur a cancellation fee of 25 % of the total cost of the reservation.
Cancellations after 1 May 2016 are non-refundable.

CONTACT INFORMATION

ESMS Secretariat
Bent von Eitzen/Charlotte Vedsted
info@esms-mohs.eu
Tel.: +45 7020 0305